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2 March 2018 

Larry Sturgill 

814 Lake Breeze 

Sheffield Lake, 

Ohio 44054

case 17_2127-ga-css 

Kerry Sheets c/o 

PUCO

180 East Broad Street 

Columbus, Ohio 43215-3793

Sir:

accura’L^and^clSnfc^^ appearing are a,,
fioeumant deliver^"'in
Technician oour.o^f business.
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I filed the complaint with the Att. General. They sent it to PUCO. You are demanding I drive 6 hours to 
explain the information t originally filed and sent to the Att. General and then PUCO. Demanding that I 
stand in a hearing and say them again is pointless. Your a lawyer, Nopec is represented by lawyers and 
your asking me to prosecute this as if I would know anything about how to do that. I did not have a copy 
of my refusal to have NOPEC be my gas supplier. Fortunately the high priced lawyers for NOPPEC sent 
you a copy of the notice complete with my swear words. Now all that is needed is to prove that 
Columbia gas changed my gas supplier and I do not have that either. I can not subpoena that 
information because I don't know how. All I know is that they did it roughly around 17 Aug and changed 
it back roughly on 20 Aug at my demand. I have suggested you obtain that information for yourself 
since after all you are a lawyer.

The Ohio law i quoted states the Att. General Is responsible for acting on those complaints and in that 
law it does not name PUCO anywhere. Puco on the other hand is in violation of that state law and 
federal law with the opt out regulations it has allowed NOPEC to use. I do not have the skills to 
prosecute this issue either. I am simply asking you to provide me with the evidence that shows clearly 
PUCO has no intention to change those regulations to comply with the federal law or its own state law. 
Please feel free to explain how PUCO has the right to ignore the Federal Trade Commission or how I 
have misunderstood FTC law or the OHIO law that prevents the changing of a supplier with out 
customer signed consent. If in fact you can not make that argument then the only settlement is that 
PUCO change Its regulations to match FTC law. This does not require my physical person to be at any 
hearing it only requires PUCO to fulfill the Ohio and Federal Laws.

copy to Govenor Larry Sturgill


